EasyCare’s RV DriverCare program covers the cost to repair, or to replace if necessary, tires and wheels of covered motor homes, towables, trailers and towing/towed vehicles when damaged by a road hazard. RV DriverCare also provides consumers with 24-hour emergency roadside assistance and towing/win-out services.

**Program Features**
- 1 to 7 year term options
- Covers the cost to repair or, when non-repairable, replace tires damaged by a road hazard
- Covers the cost to repair or, when non-repairable, replace wheels when damaged by a road hazard and unable to hold a seal
- Covers the motor home, towable RV or trailer listed on the agreement plus the vehicle towing or being towed by the RV when damage occurs while in tow
- Provides 24-hour sign and drive emergency roadside assistance, including up to $250 per occurrence for jump start, flat tire change, fluid delivery and lockout assistance
- No maximum per occurrence claim benefit for tires and wheels
- Provides up to $500 per occurrence for towing and winch out services
- No deductible
- No limit to the number of claim occurrences

**Dealer Benefits**
- F&I revenue opportunity finance, cash, and lease customers
- Comprehensive roadside offering differentiates dealer from competitors

**Consumer Benefits**
- Alleviates common and often costly expenses not typically covered by the factory or other warranty
- Includes the towing vehicle and/or the vehicle towed by the RV when damage occurs while in tow
- Provides peace of mind with 24-hour emergency roadside assistance

**Program Eligibility and Exclusions**
- Available on new and used motor homes, towable RVs and trailers (examples; boat trailer, jet ski trailer, horse trailer, personal use utility trailer), current plus 15 model years.
- Max aggregate claim benefit for the contract term is $7,500
- Commercial use excluded

Visit easycare.com/rv/dealers for a full list of RV coverage, or call 844.549.6410 to learn more.